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Increasing replacement of cast iron and other heavier components with lighter materials such as high-strength
steel HSS in automobiles is a key demand determinant of steel in the automotive lightweight material market.
Government efforts to bring down energy consumption, and targets on weight reduction of vehicles, the
automotive lightweight material market in Europe will continue to witness a robust growth. While past
research used physical experiments to better understand conventional steel and aluminum, computational
materials science can speed up the process by simulating experiments. Initial download of the metrics may
take a while. April 09, ET Source: Fact. Composite Structures, , 80 1 : â€” Van Acker, I. Crash-worthiness
assessment of thin-walled structures with the high-strength steel sheet [J]. This reduction needs to be
cost-effective and the materials need to be recyclable as well. Because it takes less energy to accelerate a
lighter car than a heavier one, lightweight materials offer more potential for both automakers and auto buyers.
Global Optimization method with enhanced adaptive response surface method for computation-intensive
design problems [J]. Thin-Walled Structures, , 25â€” Seeing how aluminum offers the safest and most
environmentally-friendly way to reduce the weight of vehicles, automakers intend to double the amount of
cars made from aluminum by  Demand for cost-effective lightweight materials continues to surge, as a
growing demographic of consumers shows marked preference towards organizations that embrace
sustainability. Therefore, a lot of research and innovations have aimed at replacing classical steel parts by
lighter materials like light alloys and polymer composites. The body structural optimization based on safe side
impact [J]. In , automotive lightweight material sales were in excess of 17 kilotons in China, and are estimated
to record a Y-o-Y growth at over 4. In addition, the Materials subprogram hosted a Lightweight and
Propulsion Materials workshop in March in Dearborn, Michigan to understand industry's needs and
technology gaps. The study also takes second order effects in the design of the car into account, such as the
required motor power. For more information about our products, please visit our about us page. Vehicle
light-weighting, in other words, the reduction of the weight of transport vehicles, has become one of the most
discussed methods of reducing the energy consumption and resulting CO2 emissions caused by transport
vehicles and associated upstream processes. Crashworthi-ness design of vehicle side door beams under
low-speed pole side impacts [J]. The automotive lightweight material market is likely to expand at a promising
volume CAGR of nearly 4. There are several advantages to purchasing lightweight vehicles as opposed to
their heavier, bulkier and less efficient counterparts. Multiobjective optimization of multi-cell sections for the
crashworthiness design [J].


